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STORY OVERLEAF

Yes, it's a programme

“Tales from the Ark” 

“People don’t talk like 
that in real life. They 
have conversations. They 
don’t launch into one-
person monologues.” 
She was quite right, of 
course – my wife usually 
is – but my creative ego 
was feeling somewhat 
bruised. Unfortunately, 
my attempt to defend 
myself met with the 
following response. 
“Yes, dear. I know that 
you hold monologues. 
But normal people 
don’t talk like that.” Defeat. Abject and 
irredeemable. The subject of her ‘assessment’ 
was my latest script – ‘A Trial of Three 
Voices’. Frankly I was rather taken with it. 
It was about Joab’s fi nal hours, trying to 
justify himself as he sought sanctuary at the 
altar before his assassination by Benaiah. It 
lasted about half an hour and only needed 

Our website* has again been seen by many 
different people around the world this year, 
including Barbados and Germany, however the 
US remains our biggest market, with Russia 
and the UK close behind. We’ve been making 
little optimisations behind the scenes, and we’ll 
be looking at a refresh of the site in the near 
future, and may even be introducing apps for 
listening to our content on mobile devices.

three characters – Joab, 
David and Bathsheba. Simple 
and easy to produce. All 
that was needed was three 
spotlights and at the end 
only Joab would be lit up 
on stage. Stage? Ah, there 
was the problem... Yes it was 
a good enough play but it 
wasn’t a radio drama. People 
can make speeches on the 
stage and you don’t have to 
explain things in the same 
way because the audience 
can see them. But radio is 
different. And I’d fallen into 

the trap of seeing what I was writing without 
hearing it. “And you need sound effects on 
radio. You haven’t put in any,” she added 
helpfully. I think the euphemism is ‘speaking 
the truth in love’. Back to the drawing board.

Richard Erskine
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Reaching the World

A Commission Scriptwriter’s Lament

On Facebook** Olivia Moore, my assistant, has 
been posting regular updates and content to 
draw more attention to the work of Commission 
and the people following has had some small 
growth this year so far. We continue to keep it 
open for communication with our listeners.

Dave Stothers

“Tales from the Ark” 
– a glimpse behind the scenes

*radiobibledrama.com & **facebook.com/commissionradio



challenging when you 
cannot find them on CD. 
For example, when two 
enthusiastic woodpeckers 
caused leaks in the ark, Colm 
and I had to create “dripping 
noises” using a jug of water, 
a funnel and a plastic basin. 
To simulate the pungent 
“sprays” released by the 
skunks, we used bursts of air 

freshener. Very effective and 
appropriate in the context! 
I am happy to report that 
the first series of “Tales 
from the Ark” was duly 
edited and sent to TWR-UK 
in May. Before the summer 
break I thought we could 
supplement our Christmas 
repertoire by recording three 
stories from another book by 

Ark author, Avril Rowlands. 
In the autumn we will 
“embark” on a second series 
of “Tales from the Ark” and 
get all the passengers safely 
on to dry land! 

Jenny Erskine

What a huge relief when 
the last episode of this series 
was recorded, but the work 
was only just beginning! 
Few people realise the long 
hours required in the editing 
process after any drama. I am 
indebted to Colm Flanagan 
for the time and expertise he 
invested in this daunting task. 
Those multi-layers of sound 

waves on the computer 
screen still baffle me. One 
layer represents the signature 
tune at the start of the 
programme and there is one 
for the concluding signature 
tune. A second band is for 
the drama itself and another 
for narration and then a layer 
is needed for those important 
sound effects. As I say, for 

the uninitiated these bands 
of sound on the screen look 
very complicated. Just as well 
a competent engineer can 
make sense of them. After 
“mixing”, the finished 
programme on screen looks 
like a jagged green band. 
The world of post-production 
is truly fascinating. Sound 
effects can also prove 
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THE CARPENTER 
This 15 minute programme was recorded in 
1983 and originally broadcast by FEBA radio 
in the Seychelles. It was a drama based on a 
short story by Maureen Long, an English lady 
who became a regular writer for Commission 
until about 2010. As you would guess 
from the title, wood is at the centre of the 
programme – and the fact that Jesus loved 
to work with wood and ultimately died on a 
wooden cross. It was broadcast by Premier 
Christian Radio on Good Friday 2019 at 3pm.

OTHER PROGRAMMES 
  
TALES FROM 
THE ARK 
Jenny Erskine has 
completed 13 fi ve 
minute programmes 
“Tales from the Ark” 
adapted from  books 
by Avril Rowlands, 
and these were sent 
to Trans World Radio 
UK recently. They’ve 

now been using our Children’s programmes 
for a number of years. A second batch is 
planned and recording of these may start 
within the next couple of months, subject to 
cast and technical team availability.   

THE TANGLEWOODS’ SECRET 
A new possible project, 
adaptation of this book 
(and possibly others) 
written by Patricia 
St. John. These are 
children’s Christian 
stories fi rst published 
in 1947, and are 
considered classics, 
read by some 
generations of children 
– including me! The 
fact that they have 
remained in print for over 60 years is testimony 
to their longevity. The adaptation will involve 
considerable editing and changing some 
language which has an archaic feel, but still 
retaining the true “feel” for the book and 
its message. Permission from the publishers 
has been granted for us to do the adaptation 
and a start has been made. No time scale 
has been discussed for production. However, 
such programmes do not require the complex 
arrangements or sophisticated sound effects 
etc., as needed for Bible Drama. Given current 
limitations in production and technical teams 
such programmes may form a greater part of 
our output going forward in the shorter term 
at least. 

Colm Flanagan 

Finance
Thank you to all our ‘Friends of 

Commission’ who continue to support 
us fi nancially. The day-to-day running 
of the studio and our on-going radio 

missionary outreach is only made 
possible by your valuable commitment.

Why not follow 
Commission on

facebook.com/commissionradio
To receive your next Commission News 

Sheet by email simply contact us at
mail@commissionradio.org

and we will forward future News Sheets 
to you using this method. Thank you.

Help Us Save on
Postage Costs

Exciting and Challenging 
Times Ahead for Drama 
Production
MATTHEW

There’s been slow 
progress with fi nishing 
off the “Matthew” 
series since our last News 
Sheet. A number of 
factors infl uenced this, 
chiefl y casting issues, but 
also a whole session was 
lost due to a technical 
fault in December 2018. 
On this occasion the 

session had to be abandoned as a critical 
component failed in quite a spectacular 
manner. It was not possible to fi x at the time 
so everyone had an early night! There is still 
a good bit of work to do to complete the 
series which involves some music recording as 
Matthew plays what is referred to in the script 
just as a ‘pipe’ and this will require additional 
recording sessions before the series can be 
fi nished. 
The current situation is: The drama scenes are 
complete for ten episodes with fi ve scenes left 
to record from the remaining three. 

WANDERING IN THE 
WILDERNESS 
As soon as practical, work will then begin on 
Hugh Finlay’s seven part series “Wandering 
in the Wilderness”. This will be part of our 
2019/2020 output, and a further six episodes 
of something (!) will be required to complete 
our normal output. 

THE WEDDING AT CANA 
This three part training series, being 
undertaken by Olivia Moore, still requires 
possibly two sessions to complete the drama 
inserts, and then will need fi nal editing 
and mixing. It’s suitability for broadcast will be 
reviewed once the drama scenes are complete.
 

THE WIND IN THE GRASS 
This is a 26 minute “one off” written by 
Richard Erskine. It is complete but hasn’t yet 
been scheduled by a station though Premier 
Christian Radio is our target. However, I would 
like to have a few “running mates” so we can 
offer maybe six programmes of this length for 
transmission, possibly to run instead of an older 
Bible Drama series, following “Wandering in 
the Wilderness”. 

WANDERING IN 
THE WILDERNESS

The Wedding
      at Cana

THE WIND IN THE GRASS


